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Abstra t. This paper addresses the appli ability of trust metri s as a

fairness parameter in
entri

all admission

ontrol within the

networks. The paper explains how trust

ontext of user-

an assist in improving

user Quality of Experien e in wireless networks, by taking into
ation not only

hannel

intera tion that users have in the

1

onsider-

onditions, but also trust levels derived from the
ontext of Internet shared servi es.

Introdu tion

Wireless revolutionizes lo al area

ommuni ations allowing

itizens to provide

User- entri
Networks (UCNs). This emerging networking paradigm relies in the user's willommuni ation servi es as well as to be ome mi ro-providers in

ingness to share onne tivity and resour es. In

omparison to traditional Internet

routing s enarios (be it based on wireless or x line te hnologies), UCNs bring in
forwarding

hallenges, due to their underlying assumptions, namely: i) end-user

devi e nodes may behave as networking nodes, ii) nodes have a highly nomadi
behavior, iii) data is ex hanged based on individual user interests and expe tations.
Furthermore, emerging trends su h as UCNs adding to the development of
faster, more reliable wireless standards, miniaturization of devi es, and redu ed
osts of hardware and servi es, is leading to a fast evolution of te hnologi al
as well as so ietal aspe ts in the way that people

ommuni ate. For instan e,

people expe t to be able to send and retrieve information whenever and wherever they want. Yet, there are te hnologi al limitations whi h may ae t this
anytime-anywhere

ommuni ation paradigm, e.g. gray areas (i.e., areas where

the wireless signal strength is not enough to sustain

onne tivity); physi al ob-

stru tions; limited battery devi es; environmental aspe ts; limited resour es and
se urity issues. Related literature has been addressing aspe ts to mitigate wireless interferen e and to take advantage of

ooperative diversity whi h may miti-

gate some of the problems posed by physi al obstru tions and

overage problems

due to node mobility. However, it is imperative to say that, sin e information
is relayed among nodes and these nodes
⋆

an be highly dynami ,

ommuni ation
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may experien e delay, varying from short to long periods, as isolated areas (e.g.,
intermittent
damaged

onne ted networks) may form in the

ase of node failure (e.g.,

A ess Points, APs ) or mobility (e.g., user hanges position). Thus, to

in rease the performan e of multi-hop

ommuni ation, several improvements

an

be made, by taking advantage of transmission opportunities provided by moving
nodes and a

essible APs, for instan e. An example for su h an o

itizen at a publi

lo ation without Internet a

urren e is a

ess. If Internet users are in the

vi inity, and su h users are part of a UCN, then some of them may share Internet a

ess and data

an be relayed until it rea hes the

Another situation may o

losest Internet gateway.

ur when information is simply

arried by users that

happen to be moving towards the pla e where the destination is lo ated. Nowadays, this is possible thanks to the size of devi es whi h are making them easier
to

arry around, and also to the resour e

apabilities they have. For instan e,

the HAGGLE EU proje t [1℄ exploits store- arry-and-forward

apabilities (i.e.,

devi es' powerful features, user willingness, trust among users, opportunisti
onta ts) aiming to provide
ne tivity. HAGGLE

ommuni ation in s enarios with intermittent

on-

onsidered human mobility and the power of users' devi es

to perform forwarding of information independently of the network layer. So it
is easy to see that the way people

ommuni ate is arriving at a point where su h

ommuni ation must happen independently of the infrastru ture available, and
depending on the

apabilities of intermediary devi es as well as their mobility

pattern, interests and so ial ties.
In what

on erns the network layers, this new

ommuni ation paradigm de-

mands more reliable and e ient proto ols, as today we have areas where spe trum abounds and

reates interferen e - dense networks, e.g. residential house-

holds, shopping malls) as well as areas where
through the formation of

ommuni ation is only possible

lusters of users (e.g., intermittently

works). Even in a metropolitan area, intermittent

onne ted net-

onne ted networks exist due

to wireless environments, unexpe ted disruptions, and areas where the networking infrastru ture is sparse (e.g.,

ity parks).

A key fa tor that has assisted so far the expansion of UCNs in an indire t
way, is trust as per eived by humans in so ial networking. Living examples of
UCNs have expanded solely by the willingness of the end-user to be ome part
of these

ommunities, i.e., to

trust unknown users and to allow others to rely

on privately owned APs. Hen e, these networks and their s alability is basi ally
growing due to the Internet end-user's belief that the benet of relying on UCNs
is higher than the risk, whi h in itself is a pure so ial belief that

an be applied

in networking to improve the network operation [14℄.
UCNs integrate the notion of so ial trust s hemes thus allowing users and
operators to develop

onne tivity between devi es based on trust

ir les. Su h

trust does not ne essarily imply that users know ea h other; instead, it relates to

so ial intera tion and to the interests shared by familiar strangers, i.e., users that
knowingly or unknowingly share some aspe ts of their daily routines (e.g. visiting the same

oee shop every Saturday morning). Hen e, the user anonymity

is kept, while so ial intera tion metri s related to dire t and non dire t re om-
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mendations of nodes around, as well as to the trust openness of a user towards
strangers assists in developing more robust
onne tivity be omes intertwined with
In addition to assist in

onne tivity links, in the sense that

ir les of trust that are built on-the-y.

reating, under spe i

tivity on-the-y, trust is also a

ir umstan es robust

onne -

Quality of Experien e (QoE) parameter whi h

an be applied in networking to improve the satisfa tion of users involved in
UCNs, and hen e

ontribute to a better, in the sense of fairer, network usage.

This paper explains su h notions, namely, how
based on individual beliefs, be applied in the

an trust, a so ial parameter

ontext of resour e management in

wireless networks, in parti ular in environments su h as UCNs where the enduser is a stakeholder of Internet

onne tivity. The paper is organized as follows.

Se tion 2 des ribes work that shares our motivation. Se tion 3.1 goes over the
trust appli ation in the

ontext of QoE and network fairness, while se tion 4

gives insight into how trust
the

an be applied to

Call Admission Control (CAC) in

ontext of wireless networks, based on a spe i

been developed for UCNs. The paper

proof-of- on ept that has

on ludes in se tion 5, providing a few

guidelines for related resear h.

2

Related Work

Resour e management in wireless networks and in parti ular
trol is a topi

that has been

entral to

all admission

on-

Quality of Servi e (QoS) resear h in

wireless networks, for the last de ade. Several s hemes have

onsidered ways to

ensure fairness, being usually the intention to allow the network to serve more
users at an instant in time [3℄. Initial approa hes

onsidered stati

or dynami

threshold models [5℄ and priorities to provide fairness in terms of network utility,
e.g. throughput. Pong et al. provided an analysis of the trade-o between fairness and

apa ity in the

ontext of

Wireless Lo al Area Networks (WLANs), for

s enarios with interferen e. This work explores fairness in terms of throughput
as a measure of network utility, and allowed transmission time, explaining how
dierent fairness parameters impa t on the

apa ity of the link. Pri ing model

approa hes [6,11℄ were applied to ensure fairness, again in terms of network utility, but

onsidering all of the potential network stakeholders. Game theory has

also been

onsidered as a way to assist a better notion of fairness in wireless

networks [10℄.
More re ently and due to the user- entri
works, the need to
assist a more dynami

onsider

networking trend in wireless net-

Quality of Experien e (QoE) metri s that

behavior where the network

ould

an serve better more users

as well as to in rease user satisfa tion emerged. Neely provides QoE networking
ontextualization in terms of QoS, for whi h parameters are more easily understandable, from a networking perspe tive [9℄. Piamrat et al.

onsider mean

opinion s ore (MOS) without intera tion from real humans [7℄ and provide a
simulation based performan e evaluation showing that not only was the network
better used in terms of throughput, but user satisfa tion was also in reased. Still
in the

ontext of translation between QoE and QoS, Zhang et al. explains the
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hallenges and a possible solution to optimize QoE in next generation networks
[12℄.
Our work builds on the need to integrate QoE, namely, the intention to allow
more fairness in the way users are served by the network, while at the same time
a hieving better network usage. To a hieve this we follow a dynami

approa h,

by

onsidering the trust level that users have on thirds, to provide fairness.

3

Trust as a Fairness Parameter

In this se tion we start by providing a few notions related to

so ial trust mod-

eling, as trust as a QoE parameter has roots in so ial s ien es paradigms.
its

In UCNs, a node i is dened to be a (wireless) devi e that belongs to an entity,
owner. An owner an be a spe i user, or a group of users. In terms of trust

and assuming that a networked devi e

an be shared by dierent users, only

the owner is responsible for su h devi e. In other words: the trust

omputation,

negotiation, and establishment is always asso iated to the owner identier, and
not to the devi e. Moreover, an owner may be responsible for more than one
node. Nodes are asso iated to other nodes by means of trust asso iations.
A

trust asso iation is the k-th dire ted asso iation between two nodes and is

related to the respe tive owner's interests and so ial networking perspe tive. A
trust asso iation holds a

ost, the

trust level. The trust level provides a measure

of previous trust behavior whi h

an be

onsidered as a QoE parameter. The

rationale for this assumption is that a user is more willing to share resour es
within its trust

ir les. The

omputation of a trust level derives from ea h owner

trust expe tations and beliefs. Furthermore, su h

omputation takes into

on-

sideration lo al and external inuen es. Examples of lo al inuen es are the
degree of

onne tivity and reputation level of a node. External inuen es are in-

uen es that do not relate to the nature of ea h node but to external networking
onditions (e.g. too mu h overhearing probability around a node).
Two nodes may hold more than one trust asso iation among them, for instan e, one per spe i

servi e. In this paper we

onsider a trust asso iation

to be unique and unidire tional between two nodes. Hen e, a trust asso iation
from node A to node B may or may not have a dierent trust level than a trust
asso iation from node B to node A.

3.1

Examples of Operation

To better explain the notions behind trust as a so ial parameter that

an be

applied to networking this se tion provides a des ription of a few operational
examples. For the given examples we

onsider that trust levels are deterministi

and based on the values provided in Table 1. Su h trust level representation is
here provided for illustration purposes only. In a real environment the trust levels
an be

omputed dynami ally based on

s hemes, as explained in se tion 4.

ommon reputation or re ommendation
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Table 1, exemplies a potential mapping of trust levels to servi e levels to
be provided, i.e., a dire t translation between QoE and QoS levels. A trust level
of zero from node A to B (TAB

= 0)

means that there is no trust asso iation,

whi h is ree ted in the absen e of data from A to B. When the level is set
to 0.1, it means that a trust asso iation has been re ently established and that
node B is in quarantine mode, i.e., node A will only transmit data to B that
does not require

ondentiality. A trust level of 0.3 is su ient to allow node

A to send data to node B. Su h data although not

ondential requires reliable

treatment by node B. A trust level of 0.3 allows node A to send
to node B, while a level of 0.6 means that nodes belong to a
devi es bringing extra guarantees to node A beside

ondential data

losest list of trusted

ondentiality, su h as non-

repudiation and priva y by node B. When the trust level is negative it means
that there is good eviden e that node B has been misbehaved, whi h means that
su h node may be subje ted to a penalty, su h as getting lower priority when
a

essing the Internet.

Table 1: Illustrative trust level
Trust

ategorization.

Meaning

A tion

-0.1

Misbehaved user

Penalty

0

Not trusted

No data ex hange

0.1

Re ent

Only data that

a quaintan e,

requires no

Level

quarantine mode
0.3

ondentiality

Su ient trust

Node trusts enough

level

to send data that is
not

ondential but

requires reliability
0.6

Good trust level

Condential data

1

Fully trusted

Closest list of trust

an be ex hanged

Let us now

onsider the s enario illustrated in Figure 1 where it is assumed

that there is an already established

ommunity

omposed of three nodes (A,

B, MP). Ea h node holds a trust table where ea h entry in ludes an index,
trust level, as well as an aging value in se onds. The node MP holds two trust
asso iations (1 and 2) towards node A (TMP A1 and

TMP A2 ),

and one trust

asso iation towards node B (TMP B ). Both A and B are fully trusted by the
MP that allows them to a

ess the Internet with guarantees of non-repudiation.

However, the MP only allows data originated from nodes adja ent to A to rea h
the Internet within a trust level of three, whi h means that the MP may impose
some extra se urity me hanism to su h tra , su h as tagging pa kets with
an alert label. Ea h trust asso iation entry is refreshed after 100 se onds, as
illustrated in the gure.
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Fig. 1: Operational example for a

Let us now
wants to a

ommunity with three nodes: A, B, the MP.

onsider that a new node C re ently registered in the

ommunity

ess Internet. C is known to B - has a trust asso iation to B - but

not to A. When it tries to

onne t to the MP node C triggers a request for trust

re ommendations. This request has two purposes: i) to
the MP in the

he k the reputation of

ommunity; ii) to ask neighboring nodes to re ommend MP.

Both nodes A and B reply to C stating that they have good trust level
asso iations towards node MP by sending the respe tive trust levels and hen e
node C pla es a new trust asso iation towards the MP in its trust table, weighting
its own beliefs (e.g. a weight) and the answers from the neighboring nodes. The
omputation of su h weight would e.g. result in a trust level of 4.
At the same time, the MP broad asts a request the network to

olle t re -

ommendations about C. Let us rst assume that node B knows C (has a trust
asso iation with C on level 3). Node B replies with this level to the MP, whi h
a

epts node C,

reating a trust asso iation of level 1, based on its own expe -

tations and the provided answer. Node A

laims that it does not know the node

(answers with a trust level of 0). Depending on the answer of other nodes and
on the node C behavior, the MP may or may not

hange the trust asso iation

level towards C.
Let us now

onsider that node C is not known by any node on the network.

The MP gets no answer but based on its own willingness to share (belief
ing how to deal with unknown nodes) a

epts the

on ern-

onne tion but pla es node C

on trust level 0.1 - quarantine.

3.2

Ba kground on Trust Management

To provide a perspe tive on how the global trust framework works on UCN this
se tion provides a des ription of the general fun tionality of the trust manageonsider the role of a requestee
requester in trust negotiation. A requestee in UCN orresponds to the
notion of gateway (normally, an A ess Point). While the requester role an be
ment s heme. For the remaining se tions we shall

or of a

assumed by both a node and a gateway: nodes perform trust negotiation towards
gateways; gateways perform trust negotiation among themselves.
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During boot up of the nodes, there are a few steps related to the initial
setup of trust parameters, i.e., the way that nodes per eive others around, when
they are in untrusted environments. Sin e the UCN trust environment may not
be enough as an in entive for
the assignment of a set of
resour es. Based on the

ooperation, the boot up phase ends up with

redits that the requester may use to a

ess shared

olle ted information the requester will try to establish

trust asso iations with one of the responsive gateways and the MAC asso iation
part is established upon a su

essful end of trust negotiation.

Therefore, trust negotiation and initial

redit assignment [13℄ are

allow a node to asso iate with a gateway in UCNs. Full details

ru ial to

on erning a

model for trust management in UCN is out of the s ope of this paper. The
reader

3.3

an nd more information in Chapters I and II.

Applying Trust to QoS, Tokens as a Translation Curren y Unit

In the previous se tion we have dis ussed and explained notions

on erning how

trust, whi h is a so ial parameter derived from human beliefs and interests,

an

be used as a QoE parameter to in rease resour e management fairness. As it is
a so ial notion, trust is too subje tive to be applied dire tly to networking. We
onsider trust weights to be values between 0 and 1, following the re ent trends
in distributed trust s hemes. Trust, however, as a QoE parameter,

annot be

used dire tly to improve the network performan e and in parti ular fairness, as
by simply

onsidering trust levels, users that are more trusted would be ome

greedy users and
trust in the

onsume all of the resour es in the network. Hen e, to apply

ontext of QoS it is ne essary to

onsider in entives whi h motivate

a good behavior, together with trust levels. In
net a
is

urrent UCNs users share Inter-

ess in ex hange of broader roaming. The network utility

onsidered here

onne tivity. However, there are additional networking resour es that

shared in ex hange of other benets. For instan e, a user that
quently by opening its a

ess points

an be

ooperates fre-

an be rewarded later not ne essarily with

the same type of servi e, but with a lo al servi e (e.g. a

ess to a lo al printer

in an airport; proting from a relay in an area where the devi e does not have
dire t

ommuni ation to any a

ess point).

To make su h ex hange truly fair, we
based on the

onsider that resour e assignment is

ombination of trust asso iations and

redits a node is willing to

spend to get a servi e. Based on these two parameters, we
and virtual

urren y in the form of a

onsider a unique

token : a token is therefore a virtual mea-

sure (unit) of resour es. Su h a virtual

urren y allows for a dire t ex hange of

dierent goods even in dierent instants in time.
Tokens are, as mentioned, the result of a utility fun tion whi h has as input
both a trust level of an asso iation between two nodes, and a set of
a node is willing to spend to get a spe i
into

redits that

servi e. Su h a fun tion should take

onsideration higher trust levels but also larger sets of

redits. However,

we expe t it also to vary slowly and to depend more on the trust level, than on
redits, as redits are an item that an be a quired and

ould lead easily to greedy

situations. In other words, if the trust weight for a spe i

asso iation between
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two nodes (requestee and
redits has a high

requester ) is low then even if the node requesting

redit level, the resulting token value should progress slowly.

While if a requester - Requestee asso iation shows a good trust level, then if it
uses a high level of

redits, the resulting tokens should also not in rease linearly,

as this would make the node

onsume all of the available resour es.

To exemplify this line of thought, we

onsider two dierent fun tions to

onsider as provided in Eqs. 1 and 2.

√
c, tl ∈ [0, 1]; c ∈ [0, ∞]

(1)

tk(i, j) = tl(i, j)log(c) , tl ∈ [0, 1]; c ∈ [0, ∞]

(2)

tk(i, j) = tl(i, j) ∗

The main dieren es between Eqs. 1 and 2 are illustrated via Fig. 2. This
gure shows two
for the trust level
the

harts. (a)

tl

and

orresponds to Eq. 1, and (b) to Eq. 2, where values

redits

c

have been varied to exemplify the impa t on

omputation of tokens.
Eq. 1 ( f. Fig. 2 (a)) is a utility fun tion that results in a token progression

that follows both

redit and trust level growth. If by some reason the trust level

is de reased (the user is penalized) then so are tokens, independently of whether
or not the user has a large amount of

redits. This fun tion prevents greedy and

misbehaving users to get a hold on all of the resour es of the network, as tokens
are to be ex hanged by resour es.
Eq. 2 ( f. Fig. 2 (b)) results in a larger number of tokens when

redits and

trust level is low, but with the in rease on both these parameters, the resulting
tokens also in rease. The fun tion is not so sensible to misbehaving users.
The fun tions here provided are dis ussed to explain how tokens

an be

dened to dynami ally allow the translation between a so ial parameter su h as
trust, and networking resour es.
The next se tion des ribes an example on how trust, and tokens,
plied in the spe i

ontext of resour e management, to

an be ap-

all admission

with the motivation to in rease fairness in wireless networks and as a

ontrol,
onse-

quen e, to improve user satisfa tion.

4

Call Admission Control Based on Trust Cir les

The des ription provided in this se tion is based on the UCN model provided by
the European proje t ULOOP. The main blo ks of a UCN have been des ribed
in Chapter I [13℄. In ULOOP, resour e management relates to self-organization
and

ooperative aspe ts, whi h are addressed from an OSI Layer 2 and Layer 3

perspe tive. Resour e management aspe ts in ULOOP

omprise a blo k whi h

is divided into four main sub-blo ks whi h are des ribed in this

hapter. In

Call Admission Control (CAC), this is a fun tional blo k whi h

what

on erns

takes

are of prioritizing requests based on both network

on trust levels that the users (and

onditions as well as

onsequently their owned devi es) have in

the network, towards networking devi es. CAC starts prioritizing and queuing
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(a) Eq. 1 variation based on

redits and trust levels.

(b) Eq. 2 results variation based on

redits and trust levels.

Fig. 2: Examples for token denition based on trust levels and

redits
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in oming requests so that
on the network

ontending requests

an be treated based not only

onditions, but also on the trust asso iation that a gateway (its

owner) has towards a devi e (its owner). Queued requests are handled based
on another thread, again related with prioritization as well as feedba k from a
resour e allo ation sub-module.
In oming requests are

lassied by ULOOP gateways as known (e.g. ag

Known=1) or new (e.g. ag known=0) as a way to prioritize requests from nodes
that the gateway has re ently authorized. A Known request example

an be a

request from a node that has just been served by this gateway e.g. 30 se onds
ago, or a node that has been a

epted to be transferred to this gateway by a

gateway in the vi inities.
CAC then takes
fun tion that

are of prioritizing requests a

ording to a spe i

utility

onsiders the trust level of the gateway towards the node, as well

as the number of tokens that the node wants to ex hange for a spe i
An example for su h a fun tion is provided in Eq. 3, where p

servi e.

orresponds to the

priority whi h is proportionally dependent on the tokens that node i provides to
j, to apply for a spe i

servi e, and dependent on the trust level that node j

has on node i.
Moreover, the gateway

he ks whether or not it is a suitable gateway to

handle the request. This is done based on lo al information that CAC
odi ally

olle t from feedba k of neighboring gateways. Assuming a

the gateway de ides it

an peri-

ase where

annot serve the request or that there is a more suitable

gateway, then the gateway redire ts the request to that gateway, dire tly to the
node, by providing the MAC of the best gateway.
Assuming a gateway that

an serve a spe i

request, then CAC simply

redire ts the request to the resour e allo ation module.

p = tk(i, j) ∗ tl(j, i)

5

(3)

Summary and Future Work

This paper addresses the appli ability of trust metri s as a fairness parameter
in

all admission

explains how trust

ontrol within the

ontext of user- entri

networks. The paper

an assist in improving user Quality of Experien e in wireless

networks, by taking into

onsideration not only hannel

onditions, but also trust

levels derived from the intera tion that users have in the
shared servi es.

ontext of Internet
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